DRIVING & WALKING DIRECTIONS to FINE ARTS & UWAG (East Campus Hall)

Street address: 263 Phillip Street, Waterloo

DRIVING DIRECTIONS:
From Highway 401

- Take exit 278 (from Toronto) or exit 278B (from London) to Highway 8 WEST Kitchener/Waterloo
- Follow the signs for 85 NORTH to Waterloo/7 EAST to Guelph.
- Follow the signs to 85 NORTH. Keep left; do not exit on 7 EAST (Victoria Street and Guelph).
- Exit at University Avenue West (immediately after the exit for University Avenue East)
- Drive west along University Ave. West for 1.5 km
- Turn right onto Phillip Street.
- East Campus Hall is the single-storey warehouse-looking building on the left just past the plaza and large Engineering building (E6).
- There are a very few parking spaces in B lot, right beside East Campus Hall and E6; pay parking spaces in B lot are only around the perimeter of the lot, NOT in the centre of the lot. There are many parking spaces just north of East Campus Hall in Q lot, and more further north in X lot (see map – next page). Parking is $5.00 per day – pay at parking machines in lots.
Footpath to Waterloo Park & Uptown Waterloo Hotels

X LOT

Nice footpath

Q LOT

FINE ARTS UWAG entrance | registration

B LOT
Limited spaces, perimeter of lot only
WALKING DIRECTIONS FROM UPTOWN WATERLOO:

The shortest (and nicest route) is the trail through Waterloo Park, a 15-20 minute flat terrain walk. (The new LRT right beside the trail is not yet functional – the City is waiting for the trains.)

See map on next page.

- After crossing University Ave., continue on paved walking/bike path beside railway tracks.
- Turn right across the tracks at the first opening in the fence, just before the very large all-glass Engineering building (E5/7).
- Walk beside E5/7 & turn left at the end of the building, walking between E5/7 & E6.
- You will see a single-storey, warehouse-looking building with red doors: that’s Fine Arts & UWAG (East Campus Hall)
- Inside Fine Arts, the Registration Desk is near UWAG at the east end of the building. Follow the wide twisting main corridor lined with student art (there is only main corridor) or ask anyone to point you to UWAG.
TRAIL TO/FROM WATERLOO PARK & UPTOWN WATERLOO
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